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Introduction

The objective of this article is to attempt to am four

questions that sum up the current problems of the cane

agroi ndustry in Asia, Africa, Latin America and the

Caribbean and Oceanias

-  What is the status of the international sugar earket at 

present?

What are the major causes of this situation?

-  What effects has it had on the aforementioned 

countries?

-  What are the solutions deeeed valid and effective to 

jreeedy this situation?

And in attempting to answer these question we can discuss 

our role in the sugar world, the manner in which the 

current crisis has affected our countries and -possible 

means of solving the problems of our industry.



Th» World Sugar Situation

In response to the -first question, the situation of the 

international sugar earket during the present decade «ay be 

summarized as follows:
«

-  High stockpiles, which in 1985 reached a peak level of 

40 per cent of consumption; and, although the esti«ate 

for the current crop year is a level of around 34 per 

cent, both figures are above the level of 25 per cent

.considered noreal. (Table III>

-  Low prices on the international earket, with quotations 

reaching a low of 2.5 cents U.S. currency per pound of 

raw s u g a r  in June 1985, as a result of the 

aforeeentioned surplus supplies. Although prices are 

currently between 8 and 9 cents, they are still below 

the production costs of aost producing countries. 

(Table I)

A standstill in the growth of world consueption, 

resulting fro« the caapaings against sugar and the 

inroads aade by substitutes — both caloric and nor;- 

caloric sweeteners — in the earket* of the major 

industrialized countries. The world average for sugar 

consumption per capita has fallen fro« a peak level of 

21 kgs. in 1979 to slightly above 20 kgs. at present.
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In the specific case of the developed capitalist sugar— 

iaporting countries, consueption has fallen from a peak 

of nearly 45 kgs. in 1973 to slightly above 30 kgs. at 

present.

-  a contraction in the isport requiresents of the free 

sarket, the outcose of a coabination of tne decline in 

growth rates for consueption and the increased se lf- 

sufficiency of soee isporting countries. Isport 

requiresents have fallen fros over 21 sillion M.T.R.V. 

in 1982 to below 17 sillion at present.

-  A significant rise in the ieportance of white sugar on 

the international sarket, fros the 10 per cent of the 

total it represented in 1970 to nearly per cent today.

The tiajor Factors on the Market

In answer to the second question, as follows are sose of

the eost relevant causes of the current sugar situations

-  Rising protectionism, particularly by the developed 

capitalist countries *uch as the followings

The E.E.C. , which through a combination of quotas, 

internal support prices, subsidies and taxes, has 

become the number two world exporter and the number 

one exporter to the free market, after having been
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a net i«porter up to 1976.

This situation »«as fostered by a combination of two 

factors: the E.E.C. had failed to accede to the 

1977 International Sugar Agreement and it also 

plays a major role as a supplier of white sugar to 

the world market. (Table XI)

The United States, which, in order to protection 

its domestic sugar industry, has established 

conditions for significant inroads by substitutes 

on its market — High Fructose Corn Syrup (HFCS) in 

particular — with negative effects on its import 

volunes.

In five years imports have declined considerably 

and the United States is no longer the number one 

world importer, with forecasts indicating that if  

this trend continues the U.S. will not be importing 

any sugar at all by the end of the decade.

The result of the protectionist policies in these two 

countries, to which we might also add the case of Japan, is 

a rise in their exports, on the one hand; and on the other, 

a decline in imports that leads to a contraction of the 

available market for the other exporters. The foregoing 

creates bearish pressure on prices on the fr»e market.
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The failure of attempts to regulate the international 

market through an agreement with effective economic 

clauses. A case in point is the 1977 International 

Sugar Agreement, which failed to achieve its 

objectives, due, among other factors, to the fact that 

the E.E.C. did not accede to it, the delay by the 

United States in ratifying the fact and faults in the 

design of the economic clauses. Furthermore, efforts to 

negotiate a new agreement with economic clauses ended 

unsuccessfully in 1984, -which weakened the 

possibilities that an effective agreement will be 

achieved in a relatively short peried of time.

The rapid growth of consumption of sugar substitutes — 

both caloric and non-caloric — in some countries. A 

case in point is the United States, where in 1970 corn 

sweeteners accounted for 16 per cent of total 

consumption of caloric sweeteners, whereas at present 

they represent 52 per cent of the total and have 

replaced sugar in many sectors of this market. And 

aspartame, which was launched on the market in 1981, 

currently accounts for nine per cent of total sweetener

consumption.
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Effects on the Super Situation in Latin America and the 

Caribbean, Africa, Asia and Oceania

The international sugar situation outlined above has in 

turn had repercussions cn the sugar industries in our 

countries, which shall be analyzed from the following two 

perspecti ves:

-  The sugar situation in general

-  The effects on exports, as concerns both volumes and 

val ue.

1. The sugar situation in Latin America and the Caribbean, 

Africa, Asia and Oceania.

a. Latin America and the Caribbean

This region produces approximately 50 per cent of 

the cane sugar produced at the world level and an 

even higher percentage of cane. The foregoing is 

true because Brazil — a major cane sugai—producing 

country — uses over hO per cent of its cane to 

produce alcohol fuel.

In 1984 sugar output in this region fell to levels 

similar to those registered in 1978, as a result of 

the fact that the rise in consumption has failed to
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offset the decline in exports. Exports have fallen 

considerably since 1982 due to adverse conditions 

on the international sugar Market.

Although consumption per capita has remained at a 

standstill for the past few years, it is noteworthy 

that levels are high — 40 kgs. annually — if  

compared to the world average of slightly above 20 

kgs.

b. Africa

Production in this region has risen at relatively 

high rates and output is currently about 7.5 

million M.T.R.V. , while consumption rates continue 

to grow, for a present level of approximately 8.5 

million M.T.R.V.

The outcome is an import requirement of about one 

million M.T.R.V., lower than that registered at the 

beginning of the decade of about 1.5 million tons.

Although consumption per capita continues to rise, 

the rate of approximately 15 kgs. is lower than the 

world average. The differences in per capita 

consumption rates are significant, with high levels 

shown in Northern African countries and the major
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exporters, and vary low tor the other nations, 

c. Asia

Although production has recovered -fro« the levels 

shown in 1984, output is s t ill slightly below the 

level of over 24 Million tons registered in 1982.

Consumption has continued to increase and currently 

totals nearly 31 million M.T.R.V., which calls -for 

imports requirements of over seven million

M.T.R.V.; it is important to point out, however, 

that these needs totalled nearly eight million

M.T.R.V. in 1985. The export level has been 

declining steadily since 1982, as a result of 

international quotations, while imports are at the 

same levels as for the early part of the decade.

It" is interesting to note the differences in 

developments in the three principal countries in 

the region: China, India and Japan.

Output has risen in China from 2.8 million M.T.R.V. 

at the beginning of the decade to 5.7 million in 

1986, while consumption has increased from 3.6 

million to 6.7 million tons during the same period. 

Thus import requirements have grown from under one
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• illion M.T.R.V. to s lig h tly  above ore Million 

tons, with isports totalling over two Million tons 

in 1985.

In India production rose -froe 4.5 Million If.T.R.V. 

to 7.6 Million, while consuMption increased from

5.0 to 8.7 Million M.T.R.V. The result has been an 

increase in the iMport requiresents of a country 

that had traditionally been a major sugar exporter. 

It should also be Mentioned that India is also an 

important producer and consumer o-f non-centrifugal 

sugar, the volume of which i -- not included in the 

aforementioned figures.

Japan shows a rise in output from 790,000 M.T.R.V. 

to 950,000 M.T.R.V. and decline in consumption from 

nearly 3.0 million to 2.7 million M.T.R.V. Thus 

imports have dropped from 2.3 million to 1.8 

million M.T.R.V., all as a result of the 

protectionist policy on sugar imposed in this 

country.

In Asia consumption per capita has continued to 

rise, but levels remain very low — approximately 

11 kgs. annually — with a noteworthy difference 

between high consumption rates for the Middle
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E a s t e r n  c o u n t r i e s  a n d  t h e  r e l a t i v e l y  l o w  l e v e l s  o -f 

t h e  o t h e r  n a t i o n s .

c. Oceani a

Output has dropped slightly since the early part of 
the decade, when it totalled over 4.1 million tons, 
while consumption rates have remained constant at 
about one million M.T.R.V. Thus there has been a 
decline in the exportable surplus, which is 
currently below three million M.T.R.V.

Although consumption per capita has fallen below 
the levels registered in the 1970's, it still 
averages 44 kgs. annually.

2. Effects on exports

Tables VIII and IX show the development of exports in 
the various regions, with regard to both volume and 
value, with nominal and deflated figures.

In drawing up the table we did not include all the 
countries, but only the traditional exporting nations.

We have taken into account the following three areas: 
sales to the free market, total sales and exports to
the Uni ted States



The Free Market

The following changes have occurred between 1975 
and 1985: The voluae of exports from Latin America 
and the Caribbean to this market declined slightly, 
but in economic terms the amount dropped from 
U.5.#3.336 billion to US*1.268 billion. In constant 
U.S. dollars (1975) the decrease was from 
U.S.¿3.554 billion to U.S.*880 million.

In Africa the volume rose, while the value of sales 
fell from 672 million to 244 million dollars, while 
in constant terms the decline was from US* 717 
million to US* 168 million.

In Asia sales volumes fell from 3.5 to 2.7 million 
M.T.R.V., while the sales value dropped from 
U.S.*1.547 billion to US*425 million; and from 
U.S.*1.636 billion to US*295 million in constant 
terms.

In Oceania sales volumes rose from 2.0 to 2.8 
million M.T.R.V., whereas the value of sales fell 
from 874 million to 373 million dollars. In 
constant terms, the decline was from US*2.751 
billion to US*257 million.
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If we consider the four croups as a whole, we can 
see that the total volume was virtually constant, 
while in value there was a decline from USI6.418 
billion to US$2.310 billion. In constant terms the 
drop was from US$8,657 bilion to US$1,599 billion: 
less than one-fifth of the original value, that is.

b. The Total Market

The decline in income was not as great on this 
market, due to the fact that there were lower price 
fluctuations in the special arrangements.

For the four groups as a whole, the volume rose 
slightly, while the value declined from US$9,510 
billion to US$6,924 billion. In constant terms the 
drop was from US$10,014 billion to US$4,788 
billion; less than half the original amount, that 
is.

c. The United States Market

Table IX shows the figures for the U.S. market, 
comparing the situation in 1981, the year prior to 
the imposition of the import quota, to 1987.

As we will see further on, in the case the major 
effect was not on prices but rather the drastic
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decline in the voluee of imports.

For Latin America end the Ceribbeen the voluee wee 
lowered -free 2.9 eillion H.T.R.V. to 540,000
li.l.F.V. , while the value fell froe USI1.36B 
billion to US$243 eillion. In 1975 dollars the 
reduction was froe US$924 eillion to US$132 
mill ion.

For Africa the reduction in voluee was froe 337,000
H.T.R.V. to 81,000 H.T.R.V., while the decline in 
econoeic teres was froe US$167 eillion to US$36 
million. And in constant teres, this represents a 
decline of froe US$113 million to US$20 million.

For Asia the export volume dropped from 389,000 
H.T.R.V. to 150,000 H.T.R.V., while in econoeic 
teres the decline was from 185 million to 67 
million dollars. In constant terms the drop was 
from US$125 million to 36 million dollars.

For Oceania the export volume fell from 556,000 
H.T.R.V. to 99,000 H.T.R.V, while the value dropped 
froe 251 million to 44 eillion dollars. The decline 
in constant terms was from 170 to 24 million
dol lars
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The drop in volume for the four groups as * whole m m  froe
4.5 Million M.T.R.V. to 900,000 M.T.R.V. , while in value 
the amount fell from US$1,971 billion to 409 Million. In 
1975 dollars the decline was from US$1,332 billion to 
US$221 Million, or 83 per cent.

The aforementioned figures are proof of the negative 
effects of the international sugar situation on exporting 
countries, with dire consequences for the economies of 
these nations.

In many cases the worsening of the situation during the 
l?80's has forced mills to close, resulting in lower 
production and, as mentioned above, dire economic, social 
and political effects.

Possible solutions

Any crisis has a positive side to it that represents a 
challenge and calls fo. action to attempt to solve the 
problem.

Thus we are faced with the alternative of allowing the 
crisis to defeat us, by accepting the situation and doing 
nothing about it, or feci no it with a positive mental 
attitude and action that will enable us to find effective, 
lasting solutions.
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GEFLACEA, an organization that groups 22 Latin American and 
Caribbean traditional sugar producing and exporting 
countries, realizes that the current situation calls -for 
positive action and concrete proposals to outline a course 
c-f action to change the structural -features of our sugar 
cane agroindustry.

These proposed solutions mist be placed Mithin a framework 
of a series of prerequisites, including the following:

- The seriousness of the crisis demands that these 
«Measures be applied simultaneously; they should not be 
considered alternatives to be applied exclusively, 
because every effort to improve the efficiency of our 
industry should lead to advantages for buyers under 
current market conditions. Furthermore, improved market 
conditions will not have the anticipated benefits if 
our competitiveness fails to improve.-

The seriousness of the crisis also makes it necessary 
to co-ordinate all these measures so as to be able to 
overcome a situation of unprecedented scope and degree.

The need for concerted efforts at the international 
level. Although the most pressing measures are the 
responsibility of countries themselves at the national 
level, to control the elements within their scope, an
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overall solution Mutt be based on an understanding by 
all perticip?nts in the market —  both importers ana 
exporters —  o-f the neeo to seek comprehensive, lasting 
solutions for commodities markets.

The need. Mithin the overall solutions, to understand 
the differences that exist among countries and their 
individual needs. Each nation has peculiarities Mith 
regard to its methods of producing and marketing sugar, 
the importance of dottiestic market, share of the various 
markets, levels of diversification, etc. In so far as 
relations with other countries are concerned, 
especially the developed countries, it should be 
understood that "asymmetrical” patterns are needed in 
collectives policies, patterns that take into account 
the greater importance of commodities in our economies 
as opposed to theirs'.

The need to draw up new criteria for planning economic 
policies, in which mere profitability is beginning to 
be questioned in terms of more priorities. To be 
specific, we have the case of an industry where those 
of us with a relatively more efficient level than our 
competitors, are threatened by a market in which it 
will apparently not be the most efficient producers 
that survive, but rather those who are have the
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greatest financial capacity for keeping afloat their 
industries.

In this respect, ir. our opinion the possible solutions mav 
be classified into three earn groups:

- First, concerted international action and optimum 
development of international co-operation in defense of 
markets and prices.

In turn, this action calls for participation in other 
activities, mainly within two international fora:

1. Effective action within the fi ¿«ework of the 
Internetional Sugar Organization, so as to make it 
possible for negotiations to begin as soon as 
possible with a view to an international aareement 
with effective economic clauses to regulate the

- international sugar market and stabilize prices at 
levels fair for both exporters and importers.

2. Support to all action related to agricultural 
negotiations at the Uruguay Round of GATT, so as to 
achieve a prompt, effective 1iberalization of the 
international sugar market as an effective means of 
curbing the rising current of protectionism that, 
as we meritioned above, constitutes one of the major
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causes erf the problems besettino the international 
sugar ear ket.

A continuation o-f bilateral action, with aajor 
*•:portere and i«porters, in order to achieve a 
consensus on the best action to take with regard to 
the aforementioned problems.

And second, ef f or t s eust be undertaken to further the 
restructuring of the industry in our countries, so as 
to adapt it to the changing international 
c i rcuAstances.

In this respect, the principal goal is to increase the 
promotion of the idea of an integral use of sugar cane, 
so that it may be used not only as a raw material for 
sugar but for a wide range of by-products and 
derivatives.

This action must begin with the creation of awareness 
of this need, fostering a drastic change in the 
mentality of an industry that has to stop thinking of 
itself as the sugar industry and start viewing itself 
as the sugar cane agroindustry.

On the one hand, this change will make possible an 
improved regulation of sugar supplies on the
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inter national market and higher pro-f i tabi 1 i t y by 
distributing costs among various products.

On the other hand, the integral -utilization of sugar 
cane through the diversification of the industry 
represents not only a answer to the problems of the 
international sugar market but mainly a development 
model, a new industrial project based on sugar cane as 
a raw material for a variety of products, a process 
that will vary in line with the specific conditions and 
circumstances in each country.

find third, the industry must be modernized so as to 
raise productivity and improve efficiency and lower 
production costs, by adapting the many new methods and 
processes used in the more advanced industrial branches 
to our industry.

The use of biotechnology, an optimum use of processes, 
an improvement in the energy balances and a growing use 
of computers are a few of the means to attain this 
objective.

The prompt application of »one of the solutions offered, so 
as to offset the seriousness of the crisis, would be one 
positive contribution to solving the serious problems 
besetting our cane agroindustry at present.
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5ULW- IMCKuD PR ICC AM4UAL AVERAGE TABLE 1

YEAR NOMINAL 
CT \LB

DEFLACTEDCT\LB
NOMINA-
DLSXMl DEFLACTEDDLSNMT 1NCE>1975

1948 4.23 9.61 94.78 215.40 .44
1949 4. 16 10. 15 93.21 227.34 .41
1950 4.98 13.46 111.58 301.57 .37
1951 5.67 12.89 127.04 288.73 .44
1952 4.17 9.27 93.43 207.63 .451953 3.41 7.93 76.40 177.68 .431954 3.26 7.76 73. 04 173.91 .421955 3.24 7.53 72.6*1» 168.83 .43
1956 3.48 7.73 77.97 173.27 .45
1957 5.16 11.22 115.61 251.34 .461958 3.50 7.78 78.42 174.27 • 45
1959 2.97 6.60 66.55 147.88 .45
1960 3. 14 6.83 70.35 152.95 .46
1961 2.91 6.19 65.20 138.73 .47
1962 2.98 6.34 66.77 142.06 .47
1963 8.50 18.09 190.45 405.21 .47
1964 5.87 12.23 131.52 274.01 .48
1965 2.12 4.33 47.50 96.94 .49
1966 1.86 3.80 41.68 85.05 .49
1967 1.99 3.98 44.59 89.18 .50
1968 1.98 3.96 44.36 88.73 .501969 3.37 6.48 75.51 145.21 .52
1970 3.75 6.94 84.02 155.60 .54
1971 4.52 7.79 101.28 174.61 .58
1972 7.41 11.95 166.03 267.79 .62
1973 9.59 13. 14 214.87 294.35 .73
1974 29.60 33.26 663.22 745.19 .89
1975 20.49 20.49 459.10 459.10 1.00
1976 11.60 11.60 259.91 259.91 1.00
1977 8.11 7.44 181.71 166.71 1.09
1978 7.81 6.25 174.99 139.99 1.251979 9.8/ 6.90 221.15 154.65 1.43
1980 29.01 18.36 650.00 411.39 1.58
1981 16.93 11.40 379.33 255.41 1.49
1982 8.55 5.88 191.5/ 131.79 1.451983 8.50 6.04 190.45 135.44 1.41
1984 5.18 3.81 116.06 85.42 1.36
1985 4.09 2.98 91.64 66.67 1.37
1986 6.07 3.69 136.00 82.77 1.641987 6.71 4.08 150.34 91.49 1.85

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

SOURCE: PREPARED BY GEPLACEA
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NRLf SKtft MUMKX TOOLE II
19*2\ia 1000 «TW ns

1EAP PROMC. CONSUNF. F. STOCKS E3PSRT IMPORT P.CAPBT/CORS.

1**2 51.227 53.455 23,951 10,529 10,297 17.3
19*3 51.094 54.343 20.8*7 l*.fl*9 1*,*2! 17.3
19*4 59.319 54,158 24.5*4 l*,02* 14,31* 17.2
19*5 *3.790 57.9*2 28,22* !8,*49 10,120 19.0
19a* *2,741 39,754 29,355 10,235 18,23! 10.3
19*î *5,02* *1,*02 31,395 20.197 19,422 10.5
19*0 *5,411 *4,744 31,030 20,589 19,225 19.1
19*9 *0.140 **,047 32,345 10,571 10,7*9 19.3
im 71.142 70,400 31,50* 21,000 21,339 19.9
1971 71,975 72.457 30,*44 21,035 20,444 20.3
1972 73,735 73,**0 30,109 21,071 21,234 20.4
1973 75,709 7*,339 29,343 22,470 22,427 20.7
1974 7*,397 77,303 27,095 22,097 21,5!9 20.0
1975 78,04* 74,438 32.0*5 20.599 20,495 10.9
197* 12,490 79,241 34,2** 22,794 21,703 19.7
1977 90,350 02,592 40,*23 20,471 24,0*9 20.2
1971 90,032 8*,354 43,*30 25,072 24,007 20.7
1979 09,342 90,287 41,*39 25.905 2S,*JB 21.2
1909 04,409 00,590 37,455 24,832 24,74* 20.2
1901 92,7*9 90,022 39,12* 29,142 28,222 19.0
1982 101,810 92.*37 47,270 30,427 29,507 20.2
1983 9*,911 93,*0* 49,153 28,981 27,730 20.0
1904 99,217 9*,340 51,357 20,405 27,973 20.3
1985 99,551 97,778 51,*54 27,7*2 24,510 20.2
190* 100,222 100,854 51,147 2*.*92 27,0*4 20.4

NOTE: PRODUCTION, CONSUMPTION, ItfXTS 4MP EIPORTS IN 1090 NTRV. 
PEP CAPUT CONSUMPTION IN W.
PRICES IN CENTS OF OOLLAR PER Li.

SOURCE: INTERNATIONAL SUGAR ORGANIZATION
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«Kit- SUS» RKMCE TML£ III
SRJQf
1040 fl*.

IWOVOl mixe 1402103 1413104 1404105 1405104 1404107 1407100

luriiL snos 241» 23433 313S3 3724» 37229 31523 37957 37327

pnoucTiw 8494' 49047 »»434 »5301 100251 »0491 102043 102120

TOTfc. SVMLAKE 11313« 122530 130909 132577 137400 138214 140020 134447

CORSUWIJOO 84706 »1177 »3720 »5340 »7457 100257 102443 103797

FINK STACKS 23433 31353 3724» 3722» 34523 37457 37327 35450

FINK SnCKSUMSMPIHN 24.12 34.3» 34.77 39.05 40.35 37.04 34.35 34.35

CHARGE »STOCKS -27X7 7»2Q 5V14 -40 2294 -1544 -430 -1477

REEFS OF CMSUNPllON 13.58 17.88 20.40 20.30 20.40 19.4» 10.40 17.04

OMNGE 1 » PRSMCTION 13.»5 .54 -4.34 5.1» -1.54 3.42 .04

CHARGE » PRONCTIM 12121 539 -4320 4943 -1540 3372 57

CHARGE 1 » CONSHTTION 1.44 2.7» 1.74 2.74 2.35 2.43 1.08

CHARGE » CONSMPTION 1471 2543 1428 240» 2300 2434 1104

SOURCE: Prepare* ly GEPIACEA
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MIC* TMLE »
m m  snnsTics
IM* MP*
ICM 1WNCTIM O N H B □HITS antis HP-IIM n o m

l**4 432* 3E2 307 UM 124* 73t 11.29
IW 4M* 4114 4*2 2920 IS« 4M 11.M
1*71 4*3* 444« 410 2047 1**4 3K 12.«
IW 33*1 45*T 7*4 2320 1713 M7 12.99
1*73 337. 4M! 335 23** 17« «II 12.10
1*74 341* 4*47 472 21*4 17*1 «3 12.70
1*73 321* 314» II* 1131 I*** 132 I2.M
1*74 3*** 34« 242 2131 21M 34 13.«
1*77 *113 3M7 22* 2173 23** JM 13.40
1*71 Ml* *292 -133 1*27 2*« -1021 14.30
1*7* *171 *311 -347 223* 2*43 -3M 14.30
Iff* 9*7» 7944 -1074 2337 3192 -*43 19.10
l*«l *433 7337 -IIM 2111 3315 -13*4 13.70
1*12 7424 i m -*** 21*2 3537 -1149 19.00
1*13 *43* i m -1533 2211 3*47 -143» 12.19
l«M 7400 TCt -731 220* 3373 -11*7 14.90
1*13 7413 •9*1 -M 2347 3347 -7M 14.70
i m

m a m
i m •424 -101* 2*3» 3373 H S 14.00

1***\71 4*23 4121 4** 2017 1413 934 II.M
1*7417* 3443 31*3 27« 20*1 IMS 14* 12.47
1*7* \il *1« 7*33 •«33 2242 34*7 -04 15.43
I404\M 7327 1113 -7« 24*1 34» -457 14.*7

X
l*73\7l 17.** 23.11 -44.0* 2.11 23.71 -*3.21 *.l*
im\73 13.M 39.17 -4M. 72 «.M *4.« -9I4.M 13.44
l*05\M 11.21 13.31 -5.3* *.73 11.47 19.13 -2.«

hf c«at CoatMftiw i» ia k«.
SMS: frtftni kj (SUS* alt* fifvn Ir« Ha I.S.O.



•fl'S'I Ml Mil Mi*!) 01 «• «33TU9 <1 M**-« -'33ns 
•sil «i «i m i)4n w *3 fairs *4

40*0Z oz*ot •4*41 10*4- 40*44 ZO'It 4l*4t M\CI4!
4I*£Z 94*0£l 14*14 4I*S- 4Z‘4SZ 44*14 ZZ*4I S4X0MI
41*1 »1*41- £4*4 10*«0 •4*44- St'lt S£*4Z

9MB
44*01 4040- 44Î0I SStt 0014- 4044Z I00ZZ 40X4041
44*1 ms- ZOOS isst S44S- OIOZZ Z4BI IIU44I
4Z*4 S1ZZ- ZltO Mit 0101- 4MSI •0141 04X4441
£1*4 4ZSt- StB utz £401- SS£4I ZSZtl 14X4041

39M3W
M'II 40£4- S440I ottt K£4- 4410t I4SEZ OMI
M*0I Z444- SMII £4tt 4044- 4414t OéZQ SM1
m IMC- 4IS4 040t tszo- t a u I44IZ 4MI
•4*4 ME4- £SSI tun 4S£4- Z4CTZ SMIZ tMI
•4*4 0ISS- 14141 0404 ISO- 4S0SZ £4442 ZMI
«n tus- tZOl •ist 4S44- «41£Z 4izai IMI
•st OOS- IZ4I sott Z4S0- 4KIZ 44041 OMI
«*4 £4*4- ZMI 444t S44S- ZKtZ 40041 4441
•t‘4 4£44- 4ZH SMt 04t£- ZIZIZ 00141 1441
«£*» 4Z0£- 4S40 0£4S £44Z- 4S04I OIOOJ 4441
04*4 4401- a m S0o4 4411- £4401 40SEI 0441
M*4 •KZ- Î400 Î041 •SH- Zttll zai4i S441
04*4 ISV Z4Z0 säst 0ZSZ- UBI 4S£tl 4441
«*4 O h - IS40 »Z4Z IM4- 4IBI •tili £441
0C*4 lili- ifitO 4KZ 04E4- 044SI Will Z44l
04*4 litt- l£00 ZZLZ 4S4£- I4SSI IZ0J1 1441
0Z*4 4t0£- £4B 4SZZ SWZ- <.1441 ZOOM •441
06*0 O K - S4SS IS4I 4ÍSZ- 444ZI ZZ40I 4041

an 1 MBB} 1M0B4 M - 4 B SIMM! suua 9BMB4 MlJJMiD WI13M41 «9
Oll MM

S3I45IJV1S W B
ia n m  *,9(

9Z -
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SK» STATISTICS 
10*- MPV
tEAF PMACTIOH aMH8T18H nanas EMITS M IT EV-I» PB CAPOT

I4»4 2032 417 1715 tan I* 1703 48.«
im 2157 450 1*7 20* 1* ins « . *
in 3105 405 21* 2133 202 1431 «.00
1472 31* 435 2255 2005 187 2418 47.«
17" 2Mo 482 14* 24* 195 2205 44.00
l*’4 3230 1004 2227 2045 217 1878 «.70
I«?;. 3214 1004 2210 2231 142 2034 «.00
147k 3702 1013 2084 2871 203 2075 « . «
I»*? 3821 1010 2805 3283 220 3003 47.30
1978 3330 1923 2313 22* 190 2103 47.«
1979 3414 1042 2377 2438 195 2243 47.20
1*0 3108 1018 2850 2802 231 2031 4S.M
1*1 3444 1028 2471 33* 157 3241 44.00
1*2 4153 102k 3127 2421 217 27* «.30
1*3 3543 4M 2547 2781 179 2082 42.«
1*4 4140 *3 3153 24* 210 2774 41.«
1*5 3838 1012 2820 5082 1« 2*4 41.«
1480 3470 1009 2*7 38« 210 288 «.20

MOME
mt\;i 2805 444 1421 20* 142 1810 48.33
1974X76 3384 1004 2375 2*1 2* 2147 48.«
1979X81 3702 1029 2733 28* 1« 278 45.87
19*480 3487 1025 2402 30* 2« 2835 42.53
CHOME
»*
1975170 18.13 0.85 23.07 19.57 0.25 20.* 1.17
1*1175 11.17 2.05 15.« 20.74 -4.74 23.10 •0.20
1*511» 5.47 -.45 8.34 4.8 5.32 4.C -7.27

P«r C#at CsMMftiM i» i» k|i.

SAKE: Pntvtf ky 6EPUCEO mU fifaros fr« U* I.S.B.
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ONCE IR EIWS TM! fill
(OTHERS COONIIKS

OKIKIES P» MSI HIM. MST
IWO RTRf Rill SS Rill ILS» 1840 VTIf KU ILS KU SS»

UL I C.
WM\74 4121 3324
IfMlK 4415 1241
•IFFEKMZ -334 -2158
SRI»
i m \ n 1418 472
I9M\K 1484 244
•1FFEKRCE IM -428
ASIA
1974V74 3471 1547
1984X14 2714 425
IIFFBBS -755 -1122
KBWU
1974174 2845 •74
1904X14 2M1 373
•1FFEKKE 795 -588
TITO
1974X7* 13755 4411
I984XM 13444 2318
»1FFEKRCE -Ul -4181

• leflattd valw

3554 11174 5989 42M
MO 12325 5583 3111

-2474 1149 •485 -2395

717 2825 973 1132
141 2350 543 372
-544 325 -438 -448

1434 3513 1542 1452
295 2727 429 297

-1341 -774 -1133 -1355

2751 2481 1844 1124
257 3828 448 38t

-2494 427 -411 -•14
8457 19184 9518 18814
1599 28429 4924 47M
-7851 1325 -25*7 -5224

SOURCES Rrtparrt ly KP14CE4 «itfc fifres fr«* 1.S.0,
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CHANGE IN IMPORTS TABLE IX
UNITED STATES

ORIGIN IOOO riTRV Hi Ilions 
Nowinal of Dis.Deflated')

L.A.& C.
1981 2946 1368 924
193? 541 243 132DIFFERENCE -2405 -1125 -702

AFRICA
1981 337 167 113
1987 81 36 20DIFFERENCE -256 -131 - '

ASIA
1981 389 185 125
1987 150 67 36DIFFERENCE -240 -118 -89

OCEANIA
1981 556 251 170
1987 99 44 24DIFFERENCE -457 -207 -146

TOTAL
1931 4549 1971 1332
1987 908 409 221DIFFERENCE -3641 -1562 -1111

• Deflattd valu« with bas* 1975.
SOURCE! Prsparsd by GEPLACEA **ith figuras fro« I.S.O
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U N I T E D  S T A T E S T A B L E  X
S U G A R  IM P O R T S
1 9 7 0 X 8 7
lO O O  M T R V

y e a r  t o t a l

1 9 7 0 4 8 4 0
1 9 7 1 5 9 9 9
1 9 7 2 4 9 5 2
1 9 7 3 4 8 3 5
1 9 7 4 5 2 5 0
1 9 7 5 3 5 1 5
1 9 7 9 4 2 2 8
1 9 7 7 5 2 9 1
1 9 7 8 4 2 5 7
1 9 7 9 4 4 3 9
1 9 8 0 3 8 0 2
19B1 4 9 4 6
1 9 8 2 2 3 9 3
1 9 8 3 2 6 6 7
1 9 8 4 3 0 2 1
1 9 8 5 2 2 7 5
1 9 8 9 1 7 9 6
1 9 8 7 9 0 S

S O U R C E : P R E P A R E D  B Y  6 E P L A C E A  W I T H  D A T A  F R O H  I . S . O
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E C O N O M IC  E U R O P E A N  
N E T  E X P O R T S  
1970X86

C OM M U NJ T  v T A B L E  X I

Y E A R l O O O  M T R V

1970 -1441
1971 -1332
1972 -809
1973 -801
1974 -1999
1975 -2196
1976 -578
1977 509
1970 1562
1979 2146
1980 2894
1981 4049
1982 4145
1983 3394
1984 2821
1985 2985
1986 2496

S O U R C E :  I . S . O
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J A P A N  T A B L E  X I I
S U G A R  IM P O R T S
1 9 7 0 X 8 6

Y E A R
--------■ _  T

l O O O  H T R V

1 9 7 0 248*1»
1«»71 2 3 6 6
1 9 7 2 2 7 5 4
1 9 7 3 2 4 4 5
1 9 7 4 2 8 5 3
1 9 7 3 2 5 4 6
1 9 7 6 2 5 1 3
1 9 7 7 2 7 8 9
1 9 7 8 2 3 5 3
1 9 7 9 2 6 8 6
1 9 8 0 2 3 3 4
1 9 8 1 1 6 3 6
1 9 8 2 2 2 3 9
1 9 8 3 1 8 6 8
1 9 8 4 1 9 0 3
1 9 8 5 1 9 8 6
1 9 8 6 . 1 8 2 3

S O U R C E : I . S . O .

I


